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Abstract. A theoretical expression, which alIows the diffracted
intensities to be corrected for defocusing, is derived from the
convolution over the geometrical defocusing width of a diffraction
peak fitted by a Cauchy function. Alignment errors are taken into
account, and a good agreement between theoretical curves and ex-
perimental points is established.

INTRODUCTION

The defocusing phenomenon in the Schulz technique has
been extensively studied, among others by Schulz, 1 Chernock

2 Tenckhoff,and Beck, etc. Basically, it can be described as
a broadening of the diffraction peak, due to the irradiated
zone displacement from the focusing plane, when the sample is
tilted. In the receiving plane the maximum geometrical de-
focusing broadening is given by (Tenckhoff 3)

WD 2htge cos 8

where h is the beam height on the sample, e is the tilt angle
and 28 is the diffraction angle.

When WD becomes larger than the receiving slit width,
which will certainly occur starting from a certain angle,
there will be an intensity loss that should be taken into ac-
count for a correct evaluation of the results to be carried
out.

The usual procedure is to make a reliable random sample
and normalize the intensities by the random sample intensi-
ties for each inclination. However, it is not always possible
to obtain a reliable random sample and, anyway, the necessity
to make a new one for each material turns to be convenient
the search of other solution.
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Tenckhoff proposed a Gaussian fitting of the defocused
diffraction peaks, but this approximation is not possible
starting from e 75, when the peaks begin to show such a
flat shape that cannot be fitted by Gaussian functions without
introducing large errors (see Figure 8).

The correct way to solve the problem is to express the
broadened peak as the convolution of the diffraction peak over
the whole geometrical defocusing width WD (Segmller)

_w

WD/2
I(x,e) I/WD oi(Y-x) dT

D/2
(i)

where i(x) is the intensity profile and x is a distance de-
fined in the receiving plane starting from the zero deter-
mined by the diffraction angle. The total intensity, col-
lected by the receiving slit width WR, is given by

WR/2 fwWD/2IT (e) 1/WDj_wR/2 dx
D/2

i(-x) d (2)

Then, the intensity loss can be expressed as

R(e) IT(e) /IT(e=0

where

IT (=0)
2

R/2
i (X) dx

(3)

The double numerical integration of Equation (2) puts in evi-
dence the necessity of dividing the peak into a large number
of intervals to determine with sufficient accuracy the inten-
sity profile, which undoubtedly is a very laborious task in
a standard texture goniometer. If analytical functions were
used to fit the diffraction peaks this experimental diffi-
culty could be overcome.

THEORY

In normal focusing conditions of the diffractometer,
the intensity profile of the diffraction peak results from
the convolution of an instrumental profile with the profile
arising from the microstructural state of the sample. In
plastically deformed materials, this microstructural profile
is in turn the convolution of the profiles corresponding to
the two fundamental causes of broadening: smallness of co-
herent domains and microstrains. The instrumental profile,
in standard conditions of the diffractometer, is approxi-
mately Cauchy, the profile corresponding to the small size
of domains can be represented by a convolution of one or more
Gaussian and Cauchy functions, whereas the profile arising
from microstrains is more nearly Gaussian (Langford 5) Then,
it is evident that Cauchy and Gaussian functions are limiting
cases for an experimental profile.
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In this work Equations (2) and (3) are used, but the in-
tensity profiles are fitted by Gaussian and Cauchy functions.
The latter has the advantage of allowing Equation (2) to be
solved analytically. The half-widths of the diffractions
peaks can be used to define both fittings.

The Cauchy fitting as a function of a distance x defined
in the receiving plane can be expressed as

i(x) im{i/(l+K2x 2) + 0.5/[I+K2(x-Axl,2)2]}

where K I/x1/2, with x1/2 being one half the half-width of the

diffraction peak, and Ax1/2 the distance between Kel and K2
peaks in the receiving plane.

According to Ortiz and Hermida 6 the tilt axis displace-
ments from the sample surface Ad and from the diffraction
plane Ah give rise to a shift of the centre of gravity of the
broadened peak as a function of the tilt angle given by

X0 2 cos 8 [Ahtg- &d(i/cos s-l)]

Therefore, it is necessary to include this effect in Equation
(2) to take into account the alignment errors on evaluating
the intensity loss. Then, both functions to be used in Equa-
tion (3) are expressed as

IT(a I(,xi) + 0.5I(,Xi)

where

I (a,x) (im/2WDK2){Kxltg-I (Kxl/2) Kx3tg-I (Kx3/2)

+ 2 in/(4+K2x)/(4+K2x) + Kx2tg- (Kx/2)

Kxtg- (Kx/2) + 2 in/(4+’Z’x)/(4+K2x)-}
with

xl WD + WR- 2X0, xa WD + WR + 2X0,

x WD WR- 2X o; x WD WR + 2Xo and

Xo Xo + Axe,2 and

IT(=0) (ira/K) {2tg-I (KWR/2) + 0.5[tg-I ((K(WR/2-Ax,2))

+ tg-I (K(WR/2+Ax,2)) }

When a Gaussian fitting is employed,

(x-Ax )]}i(x) im{exp(-KSx 2) + 0.5 exp[-Kg

Equation (2) has no longer an analytical solution, and numer-
ical integration must be used. For this case the following
equation is applicable
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Kg in 2/x1/2 in 2Kc

where the subscripts correspond to Gaussian and Cauchy
respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL

Several random samples with very fine powders (<i0 m)
of copper and molybdenum were made. Filtered CuKe radiation
and a Siemens standard texture goniometer were used. The
height and width of the aperture slit were: 1 mm, and the
height of the receiving slit: I0 ram. Two different receiving
slit widths were used for each case: 2 and 4 mm. The ran-
domness of the samples was verified by the Schulz technique,
using the (IIi) and (220) reflections for the copper and the
(ii0) (211) and (310) reflections for the molybdenum. These
materials were chosen because of their quite different absorp-
tion coefficients for copper radiation, which might be a sig-
nificant factor affecting the intensity loss. These reflec-
tions were also used for analyzing the defocusing phenomenon.
The peak maximum intensity was located with a 0.5 mm receiv-
ing slit width and the intensities for each inclination angle,
in five-degree steps, were collected during the time neces-
sary for the sample to rotate 360 around the axis normal to
its surface. This procedure was chosen to compensate possible
intensity losses due to localized density variations, in spite
of an increment in the statistical error when diminishing
the intensities. In order to obtain an estimation of this
error, the intensities of the weaker reflections, (220) for
copper and (310) for molybdenum, were collected twice for
two different samples in each case. The average intensity
spread was approximately 5%.

The values for Ad and Ah were obtained by the method
described by Ortiz and Hermida. 6

Each peak was scanned in a Philips diffractometer, em-
ploying horizontal and vertical divergences similar to those
used in the Siemens goniometer. The receiving slit width
was 0.i mm, to reduce to a negligible value the broadening
produced by this factor. The intensities profiles were com-
pared to Cauchy functions and equalities in the half-widths
were chosen to define the values of Kc. In Table I all the
parameters used in Equation (3) are shown.

To calculate the double integration of Equation (2),
when using Gaussian functions, a computer program in FORTRAN
IV was developed, which uses the Simpson’s method. The num-
ber of integration intervals was chosen by means of a Cauchy
function, to make an error smaller than 0.1%, in comparison
to Equation (4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The curves of intensity loss for the given reflections
with WR 2, 4 mm and the experimental points as functions
of the tilt angle are shown in Figures i, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Solid lines correspond to Cauchy fittings and triangles to
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TABLE I

Parameters Used in the Calculations for
Intensity Losses

Material hkl @ (deg.) Kc (mm-I) AXl,2 (mm) Ad (mm) Ah (mm)

Copper iii 21.66 4.65 0.45

220 37.1 2.68 0.95

Molybdenum ii0 20.27

211 36.87

310 50.79

5.57 0.36

4.13 0.94

2.75 2

0.05 0.13

Values for: one half the diffraction angle, 8; the inverse of one half
the half width of the diffraction peak in the Cauchy fitting, Kc; the
doublet Kel K2 separation in the receiving plane and the alignment
errors Ad and Ah.

--0.5

(lll)Cu

0 20 40 60 80

TILT ANGLE ( (degrees)

Figure i. Intensity loss produced for defocusing as a function of
the tilt angle for the (iii) Cu reflection, a) Receiving slit width
of 2 mm. b) Receiving slit width of 4 mm. Solid lines correspond
to Cauchy fitting of the diffraction peak and triangles to Gaussian
fitting. In both of them alignment errors are included. Dots
represent experimental points.
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(220)Cu

=0.5
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Figure 2. As for Figure i, but for the (220) Cu reflection.

(110)Mo

--0.5-

0 20 40 60 80

TILT ANGLE a (degrees)

Figure 3. As for Figure i, but for the (ii0) Mo reflection.

Gaussian. Differences in the values of R() corresponding
to both fittings are very small, which means that the inten-
sity loss is quite independent of the peak shape.

The agreement between theoretical curves and experimental
points is quite good and is always within a 5% error, except
for the (ii0) for Mo with WR 2 mm. Possible explanation
for this case will be given later.
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(211)Mo
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Figure 4. As for Figure i, but for the (211) Mo reflection.

(310)Mo

I
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Figure 5. As for Figure i, but for the (310) Mo reflection.

As expected, the intensity loss is more pronounced for
the smaller slit width for each reflection and for both curves
it is less pronounced as the diffraction angle increases.

Coincidences between the curves corresponding to the
reflections (iii) Cu with (ii0) Mo and (220) Cu with (211) Mo
are very significant. The differences in absorption coef-
ficients and in shape of the peaks do not seem to influence
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the curves. These coincidences may be interpreted consider-
ing the diffraction angle, by means of the geometrical de-
focusing width WD, as the principal magnitude affecting the
curves of intensity loss. This fact may be verified by an-
alyzing, separately, shape and absorption effects. For both
pairs of reflection the values of K were interchanged main-
taining the same value for the rest of the parameters. No
significant variations were detected. Different absorption
coefficients produce different depth penetration, which may
be represented by variations in the values of Ad. For this
reason the influence of Ad on the intensity loss was analyzed.
In Figure 6 the curves of intensity loss for the (iii) Cu

0 20 40 60 80

TILT ANGLE (degrees)

Figure 6. Curve of intensity loss for the (iii) Cu reflection with
a receiving slit width of 2 mm. a) with both alignment errors Ad
and Ah included; b) with Ad 0; c) with Ad Ah 0.

reflection and WR 2 mm with both misalignment factors Ad
and Ah (curve "a"), with Ad 0 (curve "b") and with Ad
Ah 0 (curve "c") shown. As can be seen, the difference
between curves "a" and "b" is small and consequently it seems
to be improbable that any variation in the absorption coef-
ficients will significantly modify the curve of intensity
loss when the misalignment factors are included. Curve "c"
was included to show the influence of both misalignment fac-
tors together. If they had not been considered the agreement
between theoretical curves and experimental points would have
been very poor. In Figure 7 the curves for the (220) Cu re-
flection and WR 4 mm, with Ad and Ah included (curve "a")
and omitted (curve "b") are shown. The difference between
both curves is smaller than before due to the increments in
the diffraction angle and in the slit width but, however, is
still significant.
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Figure 7. Curve of intensity loss for the (220) Cu reflection with
a receiving slit width of 4 mm. a) with Ad and Ah included; b) with
Ad Ah 0.

In Figure 8 a general sequence of the broadening of the
diffraction peak is a function of the tilt angle with misalign-
ment factors included is shown. The plane of the paper cor-
responds to the receiving plane. As can be seen, the centre

a:O

2O

6O

-4 -2 0 2 4

DISTANCE X (mm)

Figure 8. Sequence of the broadening of a diffraction peak for some
values of the tilt angle. Alignment errors are included.
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of gravity of the peak is shifted towards the right as e in-
creases. At the beginning this shifting is so small that
there is no extra intensity loss, but starting from a certain
angle, as part of the peak has moved away from the slit width,
there is an increment in the intensity loss and the corre-
sponding curve begins to separate from the one in which no
alignment errors are included (see, for example, Figure 6)
This curve displacement reaches a maximum and then begins to
diminish until both curves are superposed again, because the
peak has become so flat shaped that the position of the centre
of gravity no longer has any influence.

If the centre of the slit is originally shifted towards
the right, which means that an error in the peak location has
been committed, the subsequent movement of the peak will pro-
duce a diminution in the intensity loss, related to the curve
in which alignment errors have been included. In Figure 9

20 40 60 80

TILT ANGLE c (degrees)

Figure 9. Curve of intensity loss for the (ll0) Mo reflection with
a receiving slit width of 2 mm. a) as for Figure 3a; b) a displace-
ment error in the peak location of 0.3 mm has been included.

two curves corresponding to the reflection (ii0) Mo with WR
2 mm and the experimental points are shown. Curve "a" is
the same previously shown in Figure 3 and in curve "b" an
error of 0.3 mm in the peak location has been included. For
this curve the fitting has markedly improved, so, an acci-
dental displacement of the detector might have been respon-
sible for this anomalous distribution of experimental points.
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CONCLUSIONS

As the agreement between theoretical curves and experi-
mental points has been so good, and the Gaussian fittings
generate curves quite close to Cauchy fittings, it is pos-
sible to conclude that a Cauchy fitting of the experimental
peak and its subsequent convolution provide a reliable method
to correct the intensities for defocusing from e 0 up to

90 This is equivalent to saying that, by using this
method, complete pole figures can be obtained from a single
sample by means of the Schulz technique.

For a given beam height h, the diffraction angle and the
slit width are the principal parameters that rule the shape
of the curves of intensity loss. Metallurgical state is
represented by K, but no precise measurement is required.
Intensities coming from reflections of different materials
with similar diffraction angle and not very different metal-
lurgical state can be corrected by the same curve.

For every set of experiences a careful test of the align-
ment conditions is necessary to be carried out and the use
of the method described by Ortiz and Hermida is recommended.
In particular, it must be pointed out that a small displace-
ment of the tilt axis from the diffraction plane can be the
source of large errors.

Finally, it is interesting to note that approximately
the first and last 15 degrees define the more reliable zones
of the curves of intensity loss when unknown errors are
possible to exist.
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